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a b s t r a c t

In recent times, the searches for alternative materials to plastic is a popular topic, due to

the danger that synthetic materials cause to the environment and humans. Among the

promising natural polymers, chitosan (CS) is certainly one of the most suitable since it it is

edible, non-toxic and derives from crustacean waste.- However, it is necessary to improve

its physical properties to be widely applied in food packaging, whose market is dominated

by synthetic plastic. In this work we have synthesized silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) using

hot-plate and microwaves-based techniques, using Aloe Vera leaves extracts. The synthetic

process follows the principles of green chemistry, since no toxic substance is used to obtain

nanomaterials. These NPs, having dimensions <20 nm, were characterized by TEM, zeta

potential, UVevis, FTIR, and then added to CS having low and medium molecular weight to

develop thin films after its polymerization. These films were evaluated in terms of swelling

ratio, optical properties, thermal stability, wettability, roughness, and friction coefficient,

understanding that the physical properties of the films improved after the intercalation of

the AgNPs, albeit differences were observed using the two NPs type. Subsequently, the

release of silver ions from films using different pH as well as in vitro toxicity tests were

carried out to evaluate their applicability. Largely, the excellent properties of new com-

posite materials make them promising materials for packaging of different kinds of foods.
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1. Introduction

Synthetic polymers with a large molecular mass, usually

referred to as “plastics”, appear to be mighty materials due to

their tunable excellent chemicalephysical properties, which

make them highly versatile in several application fields. In

general, they derive from petroleum oil [1] and the best-

known synthetic polymers are polyamides (nylon), Poly

(vinylchloride) (PVC), Polystyrene (PS), Polytetrafluoroethylene

(PTFE), Teflon, Polyethylene (PE), epoxy, and synthetic rubbers

[2]. However, the chemical reactions used to produce syn-

thetic polymers are highly exothermic; in addition their low

biodegradability can have adverse on environment due to

their accumulationwithout the possibility to recycle [3e5]. For

these reasons, the current challenge is the search of biocom-

patible materials having similar characteristics to synthetic

plastics in order to build a new era based on the eco-friendly

materials following the principle of green chemistry and cir-

cular economy [6,7]. To date, biopolymers turn out to be the

best candidates for synthetic plastic replacement [8]; in this

context, natural polysaccharides are particularly fascinated

for their non-toxic behavior, biodegradability, and availability

in large quantities [9,10]. Chitosan (CS) represents a promising

alternative to plastic in several applications. CS is a chitin

deacetylation product constituted of glucosamine and N-

acetylglucosamine linked by (1e4) glycosidic bonds [11]. It is

soluble in acidic solutions and its molecular weight influences

its own excellent film forming properties, making it suitable

for many kinds of applications in food, chemical industry and

biomedical devices [12]. However, some concerns were raised

regarding the high wettability, low stiffness and high trans-

mittance values make it unsatisfactory to use it in the food

field [13]. To overcome these drawbacks, the scientific com-

munity moved to incorporate some types of fillers able to

improve CS physicochemical properties [14,15]. For example,

ZnO nanoparticles (ZnONPs) dispersed in Polylactic Acid (PLA)

matrix reduce the permeability coefficients of oxygen (PO2)

and carbon dioxide (PCO2), by 18% and 17%, respectively [16];

Graphene [17], PEG [18], TiO2NPs [19] and other nanomaterials

were used to tune the properties of chitosan films, in partic-

ular the antibacterial activity. The employment of NPs repre-

sents one of themost promising solution due to the possibility

of engineering their properties simply modulating their shape

and size or functionalizing the surface by specific molecules

[20]. However, the chemical routes commonly used to produce

NPs, especially metallic NPs, are time-consuming and employ

toxic substances as reducing and capping agents [21]. For

these reasons, their incorporation into CS films might be

inappropriate for food packaging applications for possible

food contamination. Furthermore, disposal could be compli-

cated, making difficult the safe recycling. Then, the
development of green approaches to achieve NPs, in which

only natural compounds are employed, is important with the

aim to incorporate in the chitosan film only safe NPs [22e24].

In this work, we used two different green routes to obtain

silver NPs (AgNPs), using leaves extract ofAloe Vera. This plant

is widely spread in the Mediterranean area and it is exten-

sively applied in the agricultural, biomedical, and cosmetic

fields [25]. In the last case, in particular, the gel contained in

leaves is a precious material typically used to produce skin

and beauty lotions [26]. Instead, the epidermis of the leaf is a

waste but, since it contains high concentrations of vitamins,

proteins, and polyphenols [27,28] its extract can be used to

obtain AgNPs. The plant extract acting as reducing and

capping agent through two different protocols, respectively

based on the use of hot-plate and microwaves (MW). The ob-

tained AgNPs were carefully characterized by Transmission

Electron Microscopy (TEM), Inductively Coupled Plasma

Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES), Potential-z, UVevis

and FTIR spectroscopies. Then, they were subsequently

added in CS having low (50e190 kDa), and medium molecular

weight (190e310 kDa). The surface properties of the nano-

composite films were analyzed by Atomic Force Microscopy

(AFM) and contact angle to obtain information about rough-

ness and wettability, respectively. Then, the swelling

behavior, the transmittance and thermal properties were

investigated as well as their toxicity in vitro and silver ions

(Agþ) release in different pH buffers to test their safeness. Our

result demonstrated that the AgNPs achieved by MW induced

great improvement of CS films compared to NPs obtained by

hot-plate-based protocol. Hence, these kind of nanocomposite

films appeared to be the best candidate for use in the food

industry as packaging materials.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Green synthesis of AgNPs

2.1.1. Preparation of leaves extracts
Aloe vera leaves were kindly donated from the company

“Natural is better” (Martano, Lecce, Italy), washedwithMilliQ to

eliminate pollution and dried at room temperature for one

day. Then, 10 g of leaves were cut and transferred into a glass

flask containing 100 mL of MilliQ water. The solution was

boiled at 100 �C for 20min and after cooling, it was filtered by a

cellulose membrane (Whatman n.1) before use.

2.1.2. Green AgNPs by hot-plate procedure
5 mL of leaves extract was added to 50 mL of AgNO3 (1 mM)

and heated at60 �C for 45 min. During this time, the reaction

color switched from light yellow to brown indicating the
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chemical reduction of Ag þ ions into Ag0 (pH 7). Finally, the

solutionwas centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 1 h to collect NPs. The

latter were stored in the dark at 4 �C.
The schematic representation of procedure was reported

in Fig. 1a.

2.1.3. Green AgNPs by MW procedure
The synthesis of AgNPs by MW was performed using 9 mL of

AgNO3 solution (1 mM) and 100 mL of Aloe Vera leaves extract.

Several experimental tests were performed by modifying two

variables.

� reaction times (60 ÷ 360) s;

� the power of the microwave oven (119 ÷ 700) W.

The formation of AgNPs was ensured by the visible color

change using a power of 375 W for 4 min in the microwave

oven. After this step, the solution was centrifuged at

13,000 rpm for 15 min to obtain AgNPs in the pellet. Further

centrifugation steps were carried out to eliminate any organic

residues. The obtained NPs were stored at 4 �C prior to char-

acterization. The schematic representation of the procedure

was showed in Fig. 1b.

2.2. Characterization of green Ag NPs

2.2.1. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis
Structural, morphological analyses and Selected Area Electron

Diffraction (SAED) patterns were performed by Hitachi 7700

Transmission Electron Microscope (Hitachi High-Tech, Tokyo,

Japan), operating at 100 kV; 10 mL of the two different AgNP

solutions was dropped onto standard 400-mesh carbon-

supported copper grids and air-dried overnight. Statistical

analysis of AgNPs size was obtained by particle analysis plu-

gin in ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, United

States (USA)).
Fig. 1 e Graphical representation of AgNPs achieved
2.2.2. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and z-potential
analyses
The DLS and z-potential measurements of green AgNPs were

recorded by means Zetasizer Nano-ZS, equipped with a HeNe

laser (4.0 mW) working at 633 nm detector (ZEN3600, Malvern

Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK) in aqueous solutions (25 �C, pH
7).

2.2.3. UVevis analysis
The absorption spectra (in the spectral range 300 ÷ 800 nm) of

the green Ag NPs were measured with a Cary 300 UVevis

spectrophotometer (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, United States

(USA)) at a resolution of 1 nmusing a 5-mmpath length quartz

cuvette.

2.2.4. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
Jasco-670 Plus FTIR spectrometer (Jasco, Tokyo, Japan) was

used to measure the FTIR spectra over a range of

800 ÷ 4000 cm�1 of the two types of Ag NPs, at a resolution of

4 cm�1.

2.2.5. NPs concentration
The concentrations of the green Ag NPs were calculated by

elemental analyses using ICP-OES (PerkinElmer AVIO 500).

250 mL of the NPs solutions were digested overnight by adding

2 mL of nitric acid (HNO3), followed by dilution with MilliQ

water (1:5).

2.3. Preparation of green AgNPs based-chitosan films
and characterization

2.3.1. Green AgNPs addition in chitosan solution
2% w/v of CS films were prepared by dissolving 200 mg of

polymer (powder) in 10 mL of acetic acid 1%. Two different

types of CS were used for this purpose: CS low molecular

weight (SigmaeAldrich, Dorset, UK, 50e190 kDa) and CS
by hot-plate and microwave assisted methods.
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medium molecular weight (SigmaeAldrich, Dorset, UK,

190e310 kDa) with the same degree of deacetylation (75e85%).

The green AgNPs obtained by the two different synthetic ap-

proaches previously described, were added in CS low and

medium to obtain the final concentrations of 60 mM and

120 mM. CS solutions (3 mL) were deposited by drop casting in

polystyrene Petri dishes (diameter 35 mm) and left to poly-

merize under hood for 24 h at room temperature.

The prepared samples were.

� CS Low 2% and CS Med 2%, corresponding to the CS sam-

ples without NPs. They were used as control samples.

� CS Low 60, CS Low 120, CS Med 60 and CS Med 120, corre-

sponding to the films with 60 mM and 120 mM of AgNPs

produced by hot-plate-based synthesis.

� CS Low MW 60, CS Low MW 120, CS Med MW 60 e CS Med

MW 120, corresponding to the films achieved adding 60 mM

and 120 mM of AgNPs obtained by MW-based protocol.

2.4. Chitosan films characterization

2.4.1. Swelling ratio study
The swelling experiments carried out on the CS films and CS-

based NPs (hot-plate and MW) at two concentrations were

performed in water at 25 �C and 37 �C (pH 7.0). Each sample,

i.e. pure CS films (low andmedium), CS Low 60, CS Low 120, CS

Med 60 and CS Med 120 with AgNPs achieved by hot-plate and

MW,were weighed by analytical balance after vacuumdrying.

t ¼ 0 represented the time in which the samples were

immersed in water; then, films were removed from water at

t ¼ 60, 120 and 180 min, dried and weighted.

The swelling percentage (S %) was calculated by the

following equation:

S%¼Wt �W0

W0
* 100

where S%, Wt and W0 were the swelling percent, weight at

different time points and initial weight of the film,

respectively.

2.4.2. Transmittance measurements
Transmittance spectra of the self-standing membranes

were measured using a PerkineElmer spectrophotometer

(UVeViseNIR) in awavelength range spanning from 200 nm to

900 nm.

2.4.3. Wettability analysis by contact angle measurements
The wettability was evaluated through the contact angle

measurements performed using the sessile drop technique.

The experimental set-up consists of a high chamber Speed

Redlake Imaging Motion Scope (DEL imaging, Woodsville, NH,

USA), a linear positioner (Holmark, Kalamassery, Kerala,

India) with tilting table integrated, a backlit LED diffuser

(Edmund, Reno, NV, USA) with control intensity and a

microliter drop dispenser module (Hamilton, York, UK). The

measurements were made at temperature of (21.5 ± 0.5) �C
and relative humidity of (57 ± 5) %, by depositing a drop (x

2.5 mL) of distilled water. Droplet deposition was recorded by

frame grabber system from transient phase to steady-state
configuration in which the static contact angle was

measured. Five measurements for each sample were per-

formed The images were processed using ImageJ v1.53 k

software (National Institutes of Health, USA) using “Drop

Shape Analysis” plugin in the mode LB-ADSA (Low-Bond

Axisymmetric Drop Shape Analysis).

2.4.4. Roughness analysis by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
The experiments were performed using AFM (Bioscope Cata-

lyst, Bruker Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA), implemented on an

optical microscope inverted (Zeiss Observer Z1, Zeiss, Jena,

Germany). The entire system is positioned on an insulating

base to minimize the effects due to environmental mechani-

cal vibrations during acquisitions. HarmoniX Microlever

(HMX, Bruker Inc., USA) tip, consisting of a cantilever with a

rectangular geometry of silicon doped with antimony, having

a nominal stiffness of 4 N/m, was used to perform AFM

measurements. For each sample, the scans were carried out

on an area of 20*20 mm at 512 (lines) x 512 (dots) resolution.

These acquisitions were analyzed through the NanoScope

Analysis software (Bruker Inc., USA) to quantify the parameter

of roughness, expressed as Rq (root-mean-square roughness):

Rq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Xn

i¼1

z2i

s

where n indicates the number of data, zi the change in altitude

recorded in the i-point compared to the mean height value,

defined in such away that the arithmetic sum of all the rejects

is equal to zero. Specifically, Rq was calculated as the mean

square root of the changes in channel z compared to the

average height value calculated over the entire scanned area,

previously modified with a second order digital flattening and

digital bow for reduce warp and distortion effects in general

three-dimensionality of the sample. To obtain a more accu-

rate roughness values, Rq was calculated as the average value

of 20 areas of 1 mm*1 mm for each acquisition carried out on

the sample examined. The obtained results were analyzed

and graphed using the OriginPro software (OriginLab, version

8.5, Northampton, MA, USA).

2.4.5. Tribological measurements
The friction coefficient (m) of chitosan samples was evaluated

using an NTR3 Nano Tribometer (Anton Paar GmbH, Graz,

Austria) equipped with an ST-S type cantilever. The samples

were loaded onto ametal support for sliding tests, and a 5-mm

glass disc probe was used for this purpose. The specimens

were moved at a sliding speed of 0.3 mm/s against the glass

probe for a full amplitude of 1 mm. Each test was run for a

total of 50 cycles with a load of Fn ¼ 10 mN, and five acquisi-

tions were performed for each sample at the acquisition fre-

quency of 50 Hz. Coefficients of friction (CoFs) values were

referred to the average value of the linear region of the central

25 cycles to avoid transient effects.

2.4.6. Thermogravimetric analysis
The thermal stability was performed using thermogravimetric

analysis by TGAQ50 (TA instrument). To perform the analysis,

all the samples were cut into small pieces of about 0,1x0,1 cm

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.025
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Fig. 2 e TEM acquisitions at different magnifications (100 nm and 1 mm) carried out on green AgNPs obtained by using hot-

plate (a,c), and MW (b,d) synthetic routes. SAED pattern for AgNPs hot-plate (e) and AgNPs MW (f).
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having a weight of 10 mg. films were heated in a temperature

range of 30e600 �C with a heating rate of 10 �C/min under N2

(30 mL/min).

2.4.7. Ag þ release study of AgNPs-chitosan composite film
The release of Ag ions (Agþ) from the CS/AgNPs composite

films was measured at pH 5.5 and pH 6.5 for after 7 days of

immersion. Briefly, each sample was immersed in water with

adjusted pH using HCl at 25 �C. The released Agþ were quan-

tified by ICP-OES (PerkinElmer AVIO 500).

2.5. Toxicity studies

2.5.1. Cell culture
SH-SY5Y cells were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle

Medium (DMEM) (SigmaeAldrich, Dorset, UK) with 50 mM of

glutamine, supplemented with 100 U/mL of penicillin/
streptomycin (SigmaeAldrich, Dorset, UK) and 100 mg/mL

of 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (SigmaeAldrich,

Dorset, UK). The cells were incubated in a humidified

controlled atmosphere with a 95%e5% ratio of air/CO2 at

37 �C.

2.5.2. Viability assay of SH-SY5Y
The metabolic activity SH-SY5Y cells was measured after 24 h

and 48 h, using the highlywater-soluble tetrazolium saltWST-

8 (Cell Counting Kit-8 Sigma Aldrich); assays were performed

in 96-well microplates for each time. 0.1% of Triton X100 so-

lution (10 mL) (SigmaeAldrich) were added to cells as positive

control. Cells were seeded in 96 well microplates at a density

of 5000 cells/well and incubated for 24 h and 48 h. Following

these time points, 10 mL of WST-8 solution was added to each

well and the microplates were incubated for 3 h in a humidi-

fied atmosphere of 5% CO2 and 37 �C. Subsequently, the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.025
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Fig. 3 e Size distribution and related statistical analysis with Gaussian fit (red line) of AgNPs achieved by hot-plate (a) and

AgNPs obtained by MW routes (b). z-potential analysis (c) and stability studies in water (pH 7) up to 12 days.
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absorbance of orange WST-8 formazan product was recorded

spectrophotometrically.

2.5.3. Cell growing on chitosan films
The cell growth was assessed by seeding 103 cells on chitosan

films placed in Petri dish full ofcell culturemedium. After 48 h

the cells imageswere acquired using Leica opticalmicroscopy.

2.6. Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using OriginPro (version

8.1). The difference between three and more groups was

analyzed through one-way or two-way ANOVA multiple

comparisons, respectively. The differences between two

groups were evaluated by a two-tailed Student's-test. The

differences were considered statistically significant for *

p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
3. Results and discussion

Nowadays, the reduction of toxic substances in some kinds of

industrial and commercial products is a critical issue [29]. In

this aim, the principles of green chemistry have the final goal

to produce safe materials through less impactful processes

[30]. Therefore, the nanostructuredmaterials obtained by eco-

friendly routesmatchwith green chemistry principles, since it

involves the use of vegetable substances or microorganism
extracts as chemical reagents. Aloe Vera is a succulent plant

belonging to the family of the Asphodelaceae, which grows in

tropical climates and its cultivation is done for medical and

cosmetic purposes [31]. The Aloe Vera leaves contains gel

having known therapeutic properties. This gel is enclosed and

protected by epidermic layers, which represents the 30% of

the total weight. The leaves are waste products, that are

disposed after gel extraction.

In the present study, the proposed green synthetic path

consisted in the replacement of sodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7)

and sodium borohydride (NaHB4), commonly employed in

conventional syntheses, with foliar extract ofAloe Vera, rich of

biomolecules acting both as reducing and capping agents in

the presence of AgNO3. The extract was used to carried out: (i)

synthesis with specific temperature provided by the hot-plate

and (ii) synthesis by microwaves (MW) as described in mate-

rials and method section. The isolated NPs obtained by hot-

plate approach were analyzed by TEM, resulting almost

spherical (Fig. 2 a, c). Furthermore, it was possible to notice

some structures having different contrast enveloping the NPs,

most likely due to the presence of organic residues normally

present in the leaf extract. The average size value was

(15.5 ± 0.7) nm.

To optimize the synthetic protocol, i.e. decreasing of

working time, energy consumption and reagent volumes, we

moved to achieve AgNPs by a procedure requiring a domestic

microwave oven, starting from leaf extract of Aloe Vera and

AgNO3. Microwaves oven works at a MW frequency of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.025
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Fig. 4 e UVevis and FTIR measurements acquired on Aloe Vera extract (a,d), on AgNPs obtained by hot-plate (b,e) and

microwaves respectively (c,f).
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oscillation frequencies equal to 2.45 GHz generating heating

that uniformly spread in the solution. Preliminary tests were

performed to determine MW power and reaction time,

maintaining constant the volume of solution and leaf extract.

The obtained results shown that the optimal parameters to

achieve AgNPs were 385 W of MW power for 300 s, starting

from 1 mM AgNO3 aqueous solution mixed with leaves

extract. Also in this case, the MW-obtained AgNPs were

characterized by TEM (Fig. 2 b, d). NPs had a diameter of

(9.5 ± 0.4) nm, lower than NPs obtained by hot-plate-based

protocol; the shape of the AgNPs remained hemispherical;

again, the NPs surfaces appeared covered by residues of
organic material. SAED (Selected Area Electron Diffraction)

acquisitions, performed on AgNPs obtained by the two

different synthetic methods, shown the presence of typical

concentric rings indicating that the NPs were crystalline and

with a random orientation in both type of green NPs.

Size distribution of NPs were performed selecting 70 nano-

objects for each type of NP on TEM acquisitions using ImageJ

software. Data were statistically analyzed by Gaussian fit

(Fig. 3 a. b). Themeasure of z-potential on NPs permits to have

information about their stability. Generally, high value of z-

potential indicates a greater stability of the colloidal solution

as the electrostatic repulsion acting between the dispersive

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.025
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Fig. 5 e CS (low and medium) films with AgNPs achieved by hot plate and MW routes. The CS films were obtained by drop

casting in petri dishes at different concentrations (a) and relative RGB analysis (b). Images were acquired by mean a

commercial photocamera.
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Fig. 6 e Swelling ratio expressed as percentage of

nanocomposite films with AgNPs at concentration of 60

and 120 uM. The samples were prepared using AgNPs from

hot-plate and microwaves syntheses as described in the

section materials. The experiments were conducted in

MilliQ water at temperature of 25 �C and pH 6.8.
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medium and the NPs prevents aggregation. The AgNPs from

hot-plate route shown value of (�12 ± 3) mV, whereas for

AgNPs produced by MW, the value was (�19 ± 3) mV (Fig. 3 c).

The negative charge, due to the presence of organic capping

agents containing manyeOH groups, is an ideal condition for

the subsequent addition in CS, it has protonated amino groups

in aqueous solution. The higher zeta potential value of AgNPs

fromMW indicated greater colloidal stability as well as greater

interactionwith the CS compared to the AgNPs producedwith

hot-plate. We then assessed the stability of the two types of

AgNPs at 3, 6, 9, and 12 days by DLS (Fig. 3d). As expected, the

size did not change up to the 6th day; after this time point,

some aggregation phenomena were observed, probably due to

the organic shell onto NPs.

UVevis absorption spectroscopy allowed to confirm the

formation of AgNPs analyzing a range of wavelengths between

200 and 800 nm. Generally, Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

for colloidal solutions of AgNPs generates an absorption in the

range of (400e450) nm. UVevis spectra of the two types of

AgNPs were reported in (Fig. 4 b,c), as well as the relative

spectra ofAloe Vera plant extract (Fig. 4a). In the latter, the peak

at 295 nm was associated organic compounds such as poly-

phenols and carbohydrates; in addition, peaks at 253 nm and

269 nm were indicative of the anthraquinones presence [32].

The absorption curve of Fig. 4b was relative to AgNPs obtained

by hot-plate route. As displayed in the graph, two peaks related

to the plant extract were reported; the peak at 420 nm was

specific of AgNPs plasmon peak. In addition, it was visible a

small peak, at 550 nm, attributable to longitudinal and trans-

versal plasmon resonance of AgNPs [33]. The UVevis mea-

surement of AgNPs obtained by MW showed similar spectra.

The peak at 428 nm was specific of AgNPs whereas the blue-

shift peaks were related to organic molecules (Fig. 4c).

Following that, FTIR spectroscopy investigation was con-

ducted to study infrared absorption of the AgNPs and to

analyze the chemical groups. For this purpose, the FTIR

spectra of the AgNPs solutions were compared with those of

the plant extracts achieved in the same experimental condi-

tions, used to synthesize AgNPs. The Aloe Vera extracts

exhibited a broad absorption band centered at 3412 cm�1, due

to the stretching of eOH groups, a characteristic of carbohy-

drate monomers including mannose and uronic acid (Fig. 4d).

The absorption band at 1743 cm�1 indicated the presence of

carbonyl groups of Aloe Vera, whereas 1418 cm�1 peak was

associated with the asymmetrical and symmetrical eCOO

stretching of carboxylate compounds in Aloe Vera. The ab-

sorption peak at 870 cm�1 was due to the CeH out ofplane

deformation of carbohydrate monomers. In Fig. 4e and f were

reported the spectra related to AgNPs derived from hot-plate

and MW respectively. In particular, the peak at 3238.42 cm�1

was associated to OH groups whereas, the peaks at

1587.6 cm�1 (C]C groups or from aromatic rings), 1386.4 cm�1

(geminal methyl), and 1076 cm�1 (ether linkages) suggested

the presence of flavanones or terpenoids on the surface of

synthesized AgNPs.

Following the physical characterization of AgNPs, they

were added in CS solutions (low and medium molecular

weight, 2%) to obtain two final concentrations of 60 mM and

120 mM. The images of the films deposited in the petri dishes

after polymerization were reported in Fig. 5a.
The chromatic analysis of images was performed using

ImageJ software through the evaluation of the RGB channels

in the central region of each sample. The samples were placed

on a white background to evaluate their transparency; the

images were acquired under the same lighting conditions and

through the same commercial camera. The data reported in

Fig. 5b showed the different red, green and blue components

quantified by a scale in the range of 0e255; the three compo-

nents at the minimum of the scale indicated a black color; on

the other hand, the resulting color will be white.

The CS samples added with AgNPs achieved by MW

exhibited transparent features as the RGB components fall in

the high region of the scale (>100) and were almost entirely
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Fig. 7 e Transmittance spectra of low and medium CS

control films (a), chitosan films low (b) and medium (c) with

hot AgNPs -derived from hot-plate and MW at two

concentrations, i.e. 60 mM and 120 mM.
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superimposed, indicating a white of the reference back-

ground. The samples added with AgNPs derived from hot-

plate instead have a darker color and the chromatic compo-

nents were shifted to lower values. In the last case, the

dominant component was the red one.

After polymerization, the films enriched with AgNPs were

analyzed by several techniques in order to evaluate their

suitability for food packaging applications. To this aim, the
swelling ability represents a critical parameter [34]. In the

CS-based film, the swelling activity is strongly dependent by

the CS chains interactions and consequently by the cross-

linking density [35]: in general, when the density is high,

the swelling capacity is low [36]. Furthermore, CS has a

positive charge that permits to retain a great amount of

water in its chains; sure enough, it has been proven the CS

ability to absorb water in wet environments due to its hy-

drophilic properties [37]. Considering these evidence, each

sample (control samples, namely CS low and medium

without NPs and films with Ag NPs) was immersed in water

in order to understand the swelling capacity. Successively,

the films weight was monitored at different time points, i. e

0, 60, 120 and 180 min (Fig. 6).

The water absorption resulted time dependent from 0 to

120minboth for controlsandsampleswithAgNPs. Inparticular,

the pure CS showed a high swelling degree, which increased

from100 (t¼ 0) to ~260% for lowCSand to ~235% formediumCS

after 180 min (Fig. 6a). Thus, it was evident that the lowmolec-

ular weight was more susceptible to the water absorption than

mediumCS. Thiswas true because thehighermolecularweight

polymers exposed less chain ends, corresponding to a less free

volume. This phenomenon increased the density of the CS,

making the medium CS less able to attract water [38]. When

AgNPs were added in the CS solution, the swelling ratio dimin-

ished.ThisphenomenoncanbeexplainedbythecapacityofAgþ

to cross-link CS chains due to the bind between ammine and

hydroxylic groupsofCSandAgNPs respectively. Thus, thisbond

reduced the penetration of water molecules into the films,

decreasing theswellingability [39]. Fornanocomposite samples,

it was evident that the swelling ratio of filmswas influenced by

NPs concentrations and size. As showed in Fig. 6b, the AgNPs

(120 mM) derived from hot-plate reduced the swelling ability

whereas the concentration of 60 mMreached values comparable

tocontrol samplesafter180minof experimental time.However,

the lowCS adding 60 mMof AgNPs exhibited the higher swelling

ratio respect to thesamefilmsdevelopedusingmediumCSafter

180min (223%versus195%).Theswelling ratioofCS-basedfilms

was strongly influenced when the AgNPs size was reduced. As

shown in Fig. 6c, the swelling % values were reduced when the

AgNPs obtained fromMWwere added in theCSsolution.Also in

this case, this effect was clearer using CS mediumweight. This

result can be explained with a better dispersion of the MW-

achieved AgNPs in the polymeric solution [40].

The optical behavior of CS films was investigated by trans-

mittance measurements (Fig. 7). The optical properties of poly-

mers suitable for wrapping and preserving foods are critical, as

thesefilmsshouldbeabletoscreenout light,and inparticular its

UV component, which could alter the food quality. The CS is

sensitive to lightbecauseits chainscanundergodegradation;so,

the optical properties of CS films are measured in terms of

transmittance. In general, themostly commercially plastics are

transparent because the addition of dyes is not feasible due to

their poor solubility in the polymer matrix [41]. Then, we pro-

ceed to analyze the transmittance behavior of our nano-

composite films compared values with control samples (Fig. 7).

As expected, the control samples were almost transparent: the

transmittance values acquired in the wavelength range of

250e900 nm were 0.98 and 0.92 for low and medium CS,

respectively. The addition of the two types of green AgNPs
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Fig. 8 e Water drop profile at t ¼ 0 on control CS films (low and medium chitosan 2%) and CS films with AgNPs obtained by

two different routes at two concentrations (60 mM and 120 mM).

Table 1 e Contact angle q values measured at t ¼ 0 s,
t¼ 1 s and t¼ 3 s of CS low andmedium 2% films (control
samples) and on CS films with AgNPs obtained by two
different routes at two concentrations (60 mM and
120 mM). Results were statistically significant performing
an ANOVA test for p value < 0.05.

AgNPs hot plate

Samples qt ¼ 0(�) qt ¼ 1(�) qt ¼ 2(�)

CHITOSAN LOW 2% 78 ± 1 77 ± 1 77 ± 1

CHITOSAN LOW AgNPs 60 85 ± 2 85 ± 3 84 ± 2

CHITOSAN LOW AgNPs 120 79 ± 3 79 ± 2 79 ± 3

CHITOSAN MED 2% 77 ± 1 76 ± 2 76 ± 1

CHITOSAN MED AgNPs 60 83 ± 2 83 ± 2 82 ± 1

CHITOSAN MED AgNPs 120 78 ± 2 77 ± 2 77 ± 1

AgNPs MW

Samples qt ¼ 0(�) qt ¼ 1(�) qt ¼ 2(�)

CHITOSAN LOW 2% 78 ± 1 77 ± 1 77 ± 1

CHITOSAN LOW AgNPs 60 84 ± 3 81 ± 3 81 ± 3

CHITOSAN LOW AgNPs 120 88 ± 1 88 ± 1 88 ± 1

CHITOSAN MED 2% 77 ± 1 76 ± 2 76 ± 1

CHITOSAN MED AgNPs 60 77 ± 1 77.3 ± 0.1 77.0 ± 0.2

CHITOSAN MED AgNPs 120 83 ± 2 82 ± 2 82 ± 1
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reduced the transmittance values (Fig. 7b and c); this effect

become more pronounced in low CS film enriched with AgNPs

synthetized using the hot-plate based protocol. These experi-

mental findings appeared in accordance with the color change

of CS films due to different NPs addition as previously shown.

Indeed, thefilmspreparedwith120mMofNPs, invisibleandnear

infrared regions exhibited transmittance values lowered to 0.28

(28%) for low CS films prepared with hot-plate synthesized

AgNPs, whereas the values reached 0.48 (48%) for the corre-

spondent addition in medium CS. On the other hand, the

transmittance measurements related to nanocomposite films

with AgNPs achieved by hot-plate reached about 0.85 (85%) for

both lowandmediumCS.Contrary, the transmittance related to

the samples formed by AgNPsMW, displayed optimal behavior

reachinggoodvaluesboth for lowandmediumCS.Asshowed in

Fig. 7band c, the transmittance reachingmaximumvalueof 0,72

(72%) for lowCSfilmswith theadditionofAgNPsMW(60mMand

0,75 (75%) for the two concentrations of AgNPs in medium CS.

Then, the films with AgNPs derived from MW synthesis were

more transparent respect to the same with AgNPs from hot-

plate. Absorption peaks in the range of 400e450 nm indicated

the plasmonic absorption of NPs.
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Fig. 9 e Representative AFM acquisitions for low andmedium CS control samples (a,b) and nanocomposite films with AgNPs

from hot-plate (c-f) and microwaves at 60 mM and 120 mM (g-l). AFM Images were reported in the 3D merge channel which

overlaps the measurement of the channel's height and deflection error. The histograms correlated to the AFM acquisitions

reported the roughness analysis and the Gaussian fit (red line) used to extract the Rq mean value and associated standard

deviation on the different CS low and medium molecular weight films without and with AgNPs. The measurements were

statistically significant by performing an ANOVA test for a p value < 0.05.
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Table 2 e Roughness (Rq) values obtained from the
analysis of 120 1 mm*1 mmareas per sample, related to six
different topographic analyses per film and comparation
with contact angle values.

Samples Rq (nm) qt ¼ 0(�)

CS LOW 2% 1.4 ± 0.01 78 ± 1

CS LOW hot-plate AgNPs 60 1.5 ± 0.01 85 ± 1

CS LOW hot-plate AgNPs 120 2.5 ± 0.02 79 ± 3

CS LOW MW AgNPs 60 1.8 ± 0.02 84 ± 3

CS LOW MW AgNPs 120 1.9 ± 0.02 88 ± 1

CS MED 2% 1.0 ± 0.01 77 ± 1

CS MED hot-plate AgNPs 60 1.2 ± 0.01 83 ± 3

CS MED hot-plate AgNPs 120 1.4 ± 0.03 78 ± 1

CS MED MW AgNPs 60 1.1 ± 0.02 77 ± 1

CS MED MW AgNPs 120 1.5 ± 0.03 83 ± 2
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With the aim to understand if these films were suitable for

food packaging, the film wettability is another important

parameter to consider. In general, the hydrophilic nature of CS

could be an obstacle in CS application because they can be

damaged by water inducing collateral effects, as microor-

ganisms and moulds proliferation. Then, wettability studies

were performing measuring the contact angle formed be-

tween awater drop and the film surface [42]. when the contact

angle (q) increases, the interaction of the two elements de-

creases [43]. Based on q value, it is possible to determine

whether a surface has a hydrophilic or hydrophobic nature

when in contact with water; in the latter circumstance, the

film will be characterized by good wettability [44]. The data

reported in the literature describe CS as a hydrophobic ma-

terial, with a contact angle value ranging from about 75� to

about 90�, depending on the molecular weight and the degree

of deacetylation (DA) [44e46]. In addition, the use of nano-

fillers in the polymer matrix is expected to bring an

improvement in the properties of the CS [47]. Five drops were

deposited on the CS low and medium molecular weight as

controls (Fig. 8 a, b) and CS films with AgNPs (60 mM and

120 mM) from hot plate (Fig. 8 c, d, g, h) andmicrowaves routes

(Fig. 8 e, f, I, j). The contact angle measurements were carried

out at three different times, t ¼ 0 s, t ¼ 1 s and t ¼ 2 s, in order

to evaluate the stability in the first instants after droplet

deposition. The data were tabulated in Table 1.

As reported, q remained nearly stable in the first moments

of droplet deposition, indicating good stability of the film.
Table 3e Friction coefficients (CoF) of CS low andmedium
(control samples) and CSwith addition of AgNPs obtained
by using hot-plate and MW -based protocol.

Samples Friction coefficient (CoF)

CS LOW 2% 0.130 ± 0.002

CS LOW hot-plate AgNPs 60 0.127 ± 0.001

CS LOW hot-plate AgNPs 120 0.107 ± 0.001

CS LOW MW AgNPs 60 0.140 ± 0.001

CS LOW MW AgNPs 120 0.120 ± 0.002

CS MED 2% 0.12 ± 0.001

CS MED hot-plate AgNPs 60 0.090 ± 0.003

CS MED hot-plate AgNPs 120 0.100 ± 0.001

CS MED MW AgNPs 60 0.100 ± 0.002

CS MED MW AgNPs 120 0.150 ± 0.001

Fig. 10 e Thermal stability analysis of low and medium CS

control films (a), chitosan films low (b) and medium (c) with

AgNPs derived from hot-plate and MW routes at two

concentrations, i.e. 60 mM and 120 mM.
Despite differing inmolecular weight, the control samples, i. e

low and medium CS without NPs, exhibited a comparable q,

that was (78 ± 1) for low and (77 ± 1) for medium CS.

The addition of AgNPs as nanofillers in the CS matrix

induced a wettability improvement in all cases. Specifically,

the q value f was dependent on the NPs concentration: films of

CS formed by the addition of NPs obtained using hot-plate

synthesis an q increase was observed using 60 mM of AgNPs

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.025
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Fig. 11 e Release of Agþ from the CS low AgNPs and medium CS AgNPs at concentration of 60 and 120 mM at pH 5.5 (a,b) and

pH 6.8 (c,d). The samples were prepared using AgNPs from hot-plate and MW syntheses as described in the section

materials.
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and a subsequent decrease when the NPs concentration of

120 mM was apply. In detail, using the low CS with 60 mM and

120 mM of AgNPs derived from hot-plate the values were

(85 ± 2) and (79 ± 3) respectively. Similar data were recorded

using medium CS (Table 1).

In contrast, AgNPs synthesized by MW conferred a wetta-

bility improvement, observable by q increase when concen-

tration of NPs grown. This different behavior between the two

types of samples can be associated to the synthetic approach

employed to obtain the AgNPs and, in addition, to the different

size of AgNPs, resulting larger for those synthesized with hot-

plate. Indeed, the size of the NPs and polymer chains, which

are comparable, implies that the diffusion processes of the

NPs compete with those of the polymer chains, which can

therefore lose their structural regularity, inducing a change in

the film properties [48].

Moreover, the smaller size of AgNPs also resulted in a

higher value of surface area/volume ratio, which implied a

larger area at the interface with the polymer chains. Also, the

higher surface charge of AgNPs obtained by MW conferred a

more chemically stable bonding between the nanostructures

and the CS chains.

The samples of low CS produced using AgNPs from MW

exhibited the highest value of q and greater stability in the first

moments of contact with the water droplet (84 ± 3) for 60 mM
and (88 ± 1) for 120 mM; this result suggested that these films

can be suitable for food packaging applications, supported by

the transparency properties. However, the transmittance

studies, suggested that the AgNPs obtained by hot-plate

conferred a darker coloration to the films protecting from

visible and near infrared light.

To correlate wettability with roughness, the surface area of

each nanocomposite films was examined by Atomic Force

microscopy (AFM) measurements at high resolution (Fig. 9).

We reported the AFM acquisitions of control samples in Fig. 9

a, b and the relative average Rq values. The AFM images of low

andmediumCS preparedwith hot-plate derived AgNPs (60 mM

and 120 mM) and their Rqwere listed in Fig. 9 c, d, e, f. Similarly,

Fig. 9 g, h, i, l referred to AFM scans performed on low and

medium CS enriched with AgNPs from MW with the corre-

spondent Rq.

The Rq values were reported in Table 2.

In general, it was evident that the AgNPs addition in CS

matrix induced an increase of Rq parameter in concentration

dependent manner respect to the correspondent control

sample. Specifically, the addition of AgNPs (60 mM) derived

from hot-plate route in low CS induced a growth of the Rq

value to ~7% whereas the increment reached the 79% in the

case of high concentration of AgNPs in CS. Same trend was

recorded in medium CS, in which the Rq increased of 20% and
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40%, respectively. Similarly, the addition of AgNPs from MW

caused a raise of Rq values depending on NPs dosage; indeed,

the rate was equal to ~29% and ~36% following the addition of

60 mM and 120 mM of AgNPs in low CS respectively; in medium

CS the percentages was ~10% and 50%, respectively.

Comparing the values of Rq with the contact angle data, it

was interesting to observe some contrast behaviors when

correlate low and medium CS and the different AgNPs. As

shown in Table 2, when Rq increased according to the con-

centration of hot-plate-derived NPs, the contact angle values

decreased. Contrary, the addition of AgNPs achieved by MW,

determined the growth both in Rq and contact angle values.

These experimental findings might help to understand the

thermodynamics behavior of nanocomposite films in contact

with a liquid droplet. After incorporation of AgNPs, the hy-

drophobic performance of the films was significantly

improved, increasing the probability of a superhydrophobic

state as demonstrated in the work of Pinto et al. [49]. Since

AFM analysis showed that the incorporation of NPs would

drastically affect surface roughness, a rougher surface struc-

ture was one of the key factors in achieving a more hydro-

phobic behavior; this can be explained by the “lotus effect,”

whereby lotus leaves repel water due to the presence of small

micro- and nano-sized protuberances on the surface. In

particular, the NPs obtained by MW method added to the CS,

showed a significant enhancement in terms of contact angle

and Rq increase and then hydrophobicity. The difference

observed with NPs obtained by hot-plate could find justifica-

tion in a better dispersion in the CS matrix and to a higher

colloidal stability, which improved and increased the surface

hydrophobicity. As matter of fact, since the best dispersion

was obtained using low CS having low viscosity, this allow to

achieve an optimal contact angle value, most likely,

increasing the concentration of NPs, a better performance

could be obtained in terms of hydrophobicity.

Since tribological behavior is conditioned by the surface

microstructure [50], which can be expressed in term of Rq, we

have quantified the static friction coefficient (ms) by analyzing

CS-based films bymeans nanotribometer. As showed in Table

3, no statistical differences were recorded measuring the CS

films both controls and nanocomposites. This result was

promising in order to develop alternative plastic materials;

indeed the commonly used plastics such as PET, PLA [51], PE

and PP [52] showed CoF values higher that those measured on

CS films.

Furthermore, the absence of a significant change in friction

coefficient value respect to the undoped CS films, suggesting

that the AgNPs addition did notmake the CS films prone to the

crack formation or other structural damage, as well as defor-

mation of material [50].

To understand the effect of AgNPs addition in CS films on

thermal stability, thermogravimetric analysis was performed

using a temperature range between 30 �C and 600 �C (Fig. 10).

As previous reported, control samples were represented by

polymerized low and medium CS.

Three different steps were observed in the control samples

(Fig. 10 a). A first weight decrease was observed at 50e140 �C
that can be associated to the water content loss. The second

weight reduction appeared at 230 �C, that can be associated to

the loss of water molecules strongly linked in the inner space
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Fig. 12 e Viability assay of SH-SY5Y incubated with Agþ at

different concentrations for 48 h. (a) Viability assay of SH-

SY5Y cell lines in contact with nanocomposite films (low

and med CS) formed by AgNPs from hot-plate (b) and from

MW (c) evaluated at 24 and 48 h after seeding. The viability

of cells growth on CS-NPs films was normalized to non-

treated control cells. As a positive control (P), the cells were

incubated with 5% DMSO. Data reported as the mean ± SD

from three independent experiments are considered
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of CS units. At the higher temperatures, c. a 330 �C, a depo-

lymerization and dehydration of different carbohydrate mol-

ecules as well as the degradation of chitosan acetylated and

deacetylated units were observed [53,54]. This behavior was

similar for low and medium CS resulting in a weight loss of

about 80%.

When AgNPs were added in the CS (Fig. 10 b,c), the thermal

resistance of the films increased both for low and medium CS

due to the interaction of metallic NPs with polymer chains.

This effect was more evident at high temperatures. Indeed,

the intramolecular connection between the components

influenced the thermal properties, depending on the chemical

bonds such as van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding,

hydrogen bonds and others. As observed in Fig. 10 b, at low

temperatures, the spectra profile was similar to the controls,

whereas when temperature increased, an improvement in

thermal stability was observed, particular evident for low CS

with AgNPs from MW. Same spectra were noticed in Fig. 10c,

where results for medium CS was graphed.

With the idea to obtain safe films for consumers but toxic

for microorganisms and moulds, we analyzed the silver ions

(Agþ) release in terms of ppm using two buffers having

different pH (5.5 and 6.8), immersing all the samples prepared

for the experiments previously reported.

Then, we used as control samples CS low and med 2% and

the films with AgNPs achieved from hot-plate and MW at the

two different concentrations (i.e 60 mMand 120 mM) (Fig. 11). As

observed, the general trend showed a time and dose depen-

dent Agþ release rate influenced bymedium pH during 8 days.

This behavior can be described by the swelling properties of

CS films and, in addition, by AgNPs oxidation exerted by dis-

solved oxygen in water [55].

Using acidic buffer pH (5.5) (Fig. 11 a, b) it was possible to

observe a higher ions release profile compared to the neutral

pH (6.8), in time dependent manner in both cases. As showed

in Fig. 11, there was a difference between the films prepared

with AgNPs from hot-plate and AgNPs from MW approaches,

and between low and medium CS loaded with NPs. The

maximum release (about 1.4 ppm of Agþ) wasmeasured using

nanocomposite developed by low CS and 120 mM of AgNPs

from hot-plate (Fig. 11a). In line with this trend, using low CS

films with AgNPs from MW at the higher concentration, we

recorded about 1 ppm, so slightly lower than the films with

AgNPs from hot-plate (Fig. 11b). Conversely, using neutral pH,

the release was extremely low, even if the greater Agþ con-

centration was reported in Fig. 11c related to the CS films

added with AgNPs from hot-plate at 120 mM (0.73 ppm)

compared to the microwave's counterpart (Fig. 11d).

The difference in ppm between the acidic and neutral

conditions can be explained by the greater Hþ concentration

in the buffer that surround the CS films as also reported in [56].

In the first times, a fast release was observed up to 4 h;

whereupon the increase of Agþ concentration became slower.

This effect was more evident when pH value was 5.5.

Afterwards, in order to understand whether such concen-

trations could have in vitro toxic effects, we performed
statistically significant, compared with the control (n ¼ 8)

for pvalue < 0.05 (<0.05 *).
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Fig. 13 e Optical microscope acquisitions of SH-SY5Y cells seeded on CS-based nanocomposite films.
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viability test on neuroblastoma cells (SH-SY5Y); cells were

exposed to the Agþ concentrations measured in the release

experiments. At the same time, toxicity tests were carried out

growing the cells on control and nanocomposite CS films,

since these cells growth in adherence. The toxicity behavior is

critical factor since the application is mainly in the food area

and then, the oral ingestion of toxic elements can be a

disadvantage limiting the application in this field.

For the toxicity assessment with Agþ ions, we referred to

the values measured after 8 days of CS films incubation in

acidic medium, since the higher values of ions release were

recorded. At this time point, under these conditions

(expressed in ppm) were reported in Table 4.

Subsequently, MTT test was performed, as shown in

Fig. 12. The cells exposed to different Agþ concentrations did

not show significant viability reduction after 48 h of exposure

(Fig. 12a).

Growing cells on CS films, no mortality was recorded after

24 h, whereas, after 48 h decrease of cell viability was

observed, which never reached more than 20% both using

films with AgNPs from hot-plate (Fig. 12b) and AgNPs from

MW (Fig. 12c).

The proliferation of cells on the CS films was also analyzed

by using an optical microscope showing a general good

biocompatibility of CS films for cells (Fig. 13). The images were

acquired washing several times the films with PBS to elimi-

nate any traces of cell culturemedium. Themorphology of the

cells was maintained also using CS with high concentrations

of AgNPs both from hot-plate and MW synthesis.
4. Conclusions

In this experimental work, we made CS films enriched with

AgNPs obtained by two different synthetic techniques, both

eco-friendly, using Aloe Vera leaves extract. We therefore
added these NPs (final concentrations 60 mM and 120 mM) into

the low and medium molecular weight CS polymer matrix.

The two molecular weights were compared since, having

different polymeric chain lengths, different viscosity in solu-

tion was observed. Consequently, the dispersion of the AgNPs

was different. The goal of the work was to develop films

suitable for food packaging as alternative to commercial

available plastics, which are toxic and difficult to recycle. We

evaluated whether the addition of AgNPs could improve the

chemical and physical properties of our films. The data pre-

sented in the paper allowed us to conclude the following.

- Addition of both AgNPs derived from hot-plate and MW

synthesis in low and medium CS resulted in physico-

chemical properties improvement of CS films.

- The addition of AgNPs derived from hot-plate induced the

best protection from visible and near-infrared light,

because they lend to the CS film a darker coloration than

NPs derived from MW.

- Films enriched with AgNPs fromMWwere less sensitive to

water incorporation, which means that the swelling ratio

was more limited than CS having AgNPs derived from hot-

plate. This phenomenon could be explained by better

mixing within the polymer matrix being these nano-

structures smaller and more colloidally stable. In addition,

they showed greater thermal stability compared to the

pure CS.

- Results related to the contact angle measurements

showed that the addition of AgNPs achieved by MW in

low CS caused an increase of the contact angle, i.e.,

hydrophobicity.

- Roughness measurements compared with contact angle

values showed a proportional trend in the case of AgNPs

addition from MW in CS. However, the addition of the two

types of NPs induced an increase in roughness compared to

the controls, which generally results in a more
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hydrophobic surface. The friction coefficient measure-

ments showed no significant differences from the control,

making these films little prone to crack formation or other

mechanical damage.

- Finally, the evaluation of Agþ release showed that only in

the case of acidic pH condition, a minimal release

measurable in terms of ppm of Agþ was detectable. More-

over, using the highest concentrations of released Agþ to

incubate cells, no relevant mortality was evidenced. Same

results were obtained by growing the cell line on the films

supplemented with for 24 h and 48 h.

- Future goals will regard antibacterial tests on specific

pathogens responsible of food contamination.
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